a) **Part (Heading and Code Citation):** Claiming Races (11 Ill. Adm. Code 510)

1) **Rulemaking:**

   A) **Description:** The Board is anticipating proposing an amendment to Section 510.70 to reflect the Association of Racing Commissioners International (ARCI) model rule.

   B) **Statutory Authority:** Section 9(b) of the Illinois Horse Racing Act of 1975 [230 ILCS 5/9(b)].

   C) **Scheduled Meeting/Hearing Dates:** Interested persons may send specific criticisms, suggestions, and/or comments to the Illinois Racing Board in writing during the First Notice Period.

   D) **Date Agency anticipates First Notice:** Not yet scheduled

   E) **Effect on small businesses, small municipalities or not for profit corporations:** None

   F) **Agency contact person for information:**

      Mickey Ezzo  
      Illinois Racing Board  
      100 W. Randolph Street  
      Suite 5-700  
      Chicago, IL 60601  

      312/814-5017  
      Fax: 312/814-5062  
      mickey.ezzo@illinois.gov

   G) **Related rulemakings and other pertinent information:** None

b) **Part (Heading and Code Citation):** Security and Admissions (11 Ill. Adm. Code 1325)

1) **Rulemaking:**
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A) **Description:** The Board will amend or repeal various sections to be consistent with current practices related to admissions, credentials, and security.

B) **Statutory Authority:** Section 9(b) of the Illinois Horse Racing Act of 1975 [230 ILCS 5/9(b)].

C) **Scheduled Meeting/Hearing Dates:** Interested persons may send specific criticisms, suggestions, and/or comments to the Illinois Racing Board in writing during the First Notice Period.

D) **Date Agency anticipates First Notice:** Not yet scheduled

E) **Effect on small businesses, small municipalities or not for profit corporations:** None

F) **Agency contact person for information:**

   Mickey Ezzo  
   Illinois Racing Board  
   100 W. Randolph Street  
   Suite 5-700  
   Chicago, IL 60601  

   312/814-5017  
   Fax: 312/814-5062  
   mickey.ezzo@illinois.gov

G) **Related rulemakings and other pertinent information:** None

c) **Part (Heading and Code Citation):** Admissions and Credentials (11 Ill. Adm. Code 1428)

1) **Rulemaking:**

A) **Description:** The Board will amend or repeal various sections to be consistent with current practices related to admissions and credentials.

B) **Statutory Authority:** Section 9(b) of the Illinois Horse Racing Act of 1975 [230 ILCS 5/9(b)].
C) **Scheduled Meeting/Hearing Dates:** Interested persons may send specific criticisms, suggestions, and/or comments to the Illinois Racing Board in writing during the First Notice Period.

D) **Date Agency anticipates First Notice:** Not yet scheduled

E) **Effect on small businesses, small municipalities or not for profit corporations:** None

F) **Agency contact person for information:**

   Mickey Ezzo  
   Illinois Racing Board  
   100 W. Randolph Street  
   Suite 5-700  
   Chicago, IL 60601

   312/814-5017  
   Fax: 312/814-5062  
   mickey.ezzo@illinois.gov

G) **Related rulemakings and other pertinent information:** None